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ABSTRACT 
We present a novel valving principle for a highly wetting fluid in centrifugal mi-

crofluidics by self-blocking pinning structures.  While usual geometrical stopping 
valves prove instable for highly wetting liquids, the novel valve reproducibly gener-
ates gas entrapments in a fishbone-like structure.  Their pinning pressures add up to 
a total burst pressure pburst that efficiently avoids uncontrolled capillary priming of 
microfluidic systems.  In centrifugal experiments, burst pressures of 14-18 hPa 
(12 ± 2 Hz) were reproducibly achieved for isopropyl, a completely wetting alcohol 
(θ ~ 0°; σ = 22 mNm-1).  The same structure also acts as a geometrical stopping 
valve for less wetting liquids (θ = 31°; σ = 30 mNm-1) [1]. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Highly wetting liquids like certain alcohols can play a significant role in various 
protocols for diagnostic assays such as nucleic acid extraction.  Still, efficient mono-
lithic valving of such liquids is rare: Menisci of liquids with contact angles < 45° are 
unstable in channels with orthogonal corners [2;3], and hydrophobic patches can 
only work efficiently for aqueous solutions [4].  But the presented valve makes use 
of highly wetting properties and complements existing valving principles. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.  Schematic principle of the valve.  Gas entrapments are generated by a 
separating (middle) and merging meniscus (right) of the highly wetting fluid. 
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THEORY AND FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLE 
The novel valve consists of capillary channels leading to a series of widenings 

with 120°-sideway-corners and a 90° corner at the bottom of the channel (fig. 1).  A 
highly wetting fluid approaching a widening immediately wets just the chamber 
walls and creeps towards the subsequent capillary.  Then the liquid fronts merge 
again leaving behind n gas entrapments in n widenings leading to n menisci.  

For applied pressures p < pburst the menisci only get deformed.  For pressures 
p  ≥  pburst the liquid overcomes the capillary pressure, resulting in liquid flow.  It is 
well known that a series of unwanted gas bubbles in microfluidic systems lead to 
clogging of channels [5].  Reasons are pinning at the bubble caps and damping by 
the gaseous phase.  Both effects add up with n.  Here, this effect is utilized to realize 
a defined stop.  For less wetting liquids, the here described valve also works as a 
geometric stop [1].  

 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Cup-shaped structures were manufactured in cyclic-olefin polymer foils applying 
an established blow-molding process [6].  The inlet chambers were connected to a 
second chamber by a channel exhibiting three self-blocking valves (fig. 2).  A vol-
ume of 180 µl isopropyl was chosen as sample liquid (θ ~ 0°; σ = 22 mNm-1).  

Connecting channels were primed immediately by liquid leaving gas entrapments 
behind.  By centrifugation of the foil cartridge, a centrifugal force was applied onto 
the liquid column and the valve blocked up to a rotary frequency of 12 ±2 Hz (pres-
sures of 14-18 hPa) in 13 out of 13 cases.   

In a separate experiment, an aqueous solution, a wetting biological buffer 
(θ = 31°; σ = 30 mNm-1), could successfully be valved by means of simple pinning 
at the valve edges. 
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Figure 2.  Photographs of the test structure with valves.  The gas pockets lead to 
pinning pressures that add up to a reasonable burst pressure.  Middle: a dyed liquid 

film generated a gas entrapment.  Right: close-up of liquid fronts merging again. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We demonstrated a new valve for a highly wetting liquid.  It makes use of the 

known clogging effect of gas entrapments in microchannels.  The valve can be inte-
grated in a monolithical way (fig. 3) and works reproducibly, also for less wetting 
liquids.  It can be regarded as an enabling module for handling of fluids with very 
low surface tensions on centrifugal microfluidic platforms. 
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Figure 3.  The valves are monolithically integratable due to their simple geome-

tries.  They stopped isopropyl, a highly wetting alcohol, at a centrifugally generated 
hydrostatic pressure of 14-18 hPa (12 ±2 Hz) in 13 out of 13 experiments. 
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